Let us bring to your attention a selection of Lithuanian companies’ profiles published in the Enterprise
Europe Network database:

WOOD PRODUCTION
BOLT20200804001 - A Lithuanian timber export company is offering their services and looking for partners
to work under manufacturing, subcontracting or joint venture agreement
BOLT20181217001 - A Lithuanian company, specialized in furniture manufacturing, is looking for distributors
under commercial agency, manufacturing or subcontracting agreement.
BOLT20190424001 - A Lithuanian company specializing in wood processing and wood products offers
production under manufacturing agreement.

METAL WORKS
BOLT20181228001 - A Lithuanian company, specializing in metalworking, shipbuilding and repair, is looking
for new partners to grow their business internationally working under outsourcing, service, and
subcontracting agreements.
BOLT20190206001 - A Lithuanian metalworking company is looking for foreign partners to work under
manufacturing, subcontracting or distribution service agreement.

CONSTRUCTION, BUILDING

BOLT20190313001 - Lithuanian company, specializing in recruitment of construction sector workers, is
looking for foreign partners to work under service agreement.
BOLT20190426001 - Lithuanian vessels Construction Company seeks subcontracting partners.

TEXTILE
BOLT20200512001 - A Lithuanian company is producing hand made commodities from amber and other
natural materials is looking for foreign partners to work under distribution service or manufacturing
agreement.
BOLT20190814002 - A Lithuanian company, specializing in sewing services of clothing, is looking for partners
under manufacturing or subcontracting agreement.
BOLT20191024001 - A Lithuanian sewing company is offering their services and is looking for partners
abroad to work under manufacturing or subcontracting agreement.
BOLT20200108002 - A Lithuanian company, specializing in manufacturing of linen textiles, is looking for
retailers, distributors or partners under distribution services agreement.
FOOD PRODUCTION
BOLT20190110001 - Lithuanian scientific research company, specializing in production of pure and healthy
water products using unique techniques, is looking for distributors and importers under distribution services
agreement.
BOLT20190117001 - Lithuanian company, which is producing vegan, gluten free desserts and snacks, is
searching for a foreign partner to work under distribution services or manufacturing agreement.
BLT20190214001 - Manufacturer of fish from Lithuania is searching for foreign partners to work under
distribution service or manufacturing agreement.
DOORS AND WINDOWS
BOLT20200724001 - A Lithuanian company is offering their production of windows and doors and is looking
for international partners to work under distribution service or subcontracting agreement.
BOLT20190814001 - A Lithuanian manufacturer of doors and plastic windows is looking for distributors,
commercial agents and offers subcontracting agreement.
FURNITURE
BOLT20200203002 - A Lithuanian company manufacturing various counter tops, sinks is searching for
foreign partners to work under manufacturing or subcontracting agreement.
BOLT20200203001 - A Lithuanian company, manufacturing various furniture, is searching for partners to
work under manufacturing agreement
LOGISTICS AND WAREHOUSE
BOLT20200529001 - A Lithuanian logistics company is offering their services to partners under outsourcing
agreement.
BOLT2020032600 - A Danish-Lithuanian transport service company is looking for partners to work between
Eastern and Western Europe under subcontracting or commercial agency agreement.

PRINTING & PACKAGING
BOLT20200422001 - Lithuanian company specializing in marketing and advertising is looking for foreign
partners willing to establish international cooperation on the basis of outsourcing / subcontracting /
manufacturing agreements.
BOLT20190430001 - A Lithuanian printing company offers full-color printing and all the related services
under manufacturing agreement, outsourcing agreement or subcontracting.
BOLT20200108001 - Lithuanian manufacturer of packaging materials seek distributors.
BOLT20200922001 - A Lithuanian graphic design start-up is looking for partners, agents and distributors
to work under commercial agency or subcontracting agreement.
OTHER
BOLT20201207001 - A Lithuanian PET blow molding machines and PET tare producer is looking for
commercial agents and offers manufacturing agreement.
BOLT20190925001 - A Lithuanian company specialized in the production, repairs and testing of
marine/industrial piping is looking for partners for manufacturing or subcontracting agreement.
BOLT20200409001 - Lithuanian company which specializes in wide range of sphagnum peat moss
production is looking for reliable distribution partners for a long term partnership under distribution service
agreement.

